T-Tech Admissions Rubric
Student Name:
Criteria

T-Tech
Attendance

Description
Combined number of
truancies and absences
due to illness, vacation or
school activities over the
course of the school year

4

Less than one week
(<5 days)

3

(5-10 days)

2

(10-15 days)

1

(15+ days)

Un-weighted academic
GPA and grades across a
student’s entire class
schedule for the prior
school year
Grade in T-Tech classes for
Test Scores

3.5 or better
A’s and B’s only

3.0 – 3.49
No more than two C’s
No D’s, No F’s

2.5 – 2.99
No more than two D’s
No F’s

Below 2.5
Two or more D’s
Or
One or more F’s

A- Or better
90% +

B- Or better
80% +

C- Or better
70% +

D or lower
<69%

T-Tech grades
Part 2

Grade in T-Tech classes for
homework and class
participation

A- Or better
90% +

B- Or better
80% +

C- Or better
70% +

D or lower
<69%

Teamwork

Peer and teacher review of
ability to work well with
others.

Attributes of (3) and:
Supportive team leader
Never critical of project or
others
Self-starter
Attributes of (3) and:
Respectful and supportive
Warm and welcoming
Courteous and polite
Positive Attitude
Always prepared
Turns in ALL work
Meets all deadlines
Always on task

Consistent input
Reliable team member
Does share of work
without prompting
Criticism is constructive
Follows all class rules
Focused and attentive

Uneven temperament
Sometimes critical of
project or others
Needs reminders to do
share of work
Easily distracted
Talking, socializing

Consistently prepared
Turns in most work
Meets most deadlines
Consistently on task

Is sometimes prepared
Multiple missing HW
Meets some deadlines
Inconsistent effort

Combative,
Argumentative, Unwilling
or unable to work with
others
Loner
Student is often: Defiant,
Disrespectful
Disruptive, and/or
Confrontational
Ignores class rules
Rarely prepared
Rarely turns in work
Rarely meets deadlines
Rarely on task
Not dependable

THS Grades

T-Tech grades
Part 1

Citizenship

Overall attitude
Behavior in class and
towards teachers,
students

Work Ethic

Is the student a selfstarter, disciplined,
dependable and thorough?
Turns in all work?

Total Score
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T-Tech Admissions Rubric
Notes:







A student should strive to meet a minimum overall score of “22” with scores of “3” or better in each category.
Students should also be mindful that a score of “1” in any one category may be enough grounds for disqualification from participation in T-Tech
Attendance:
o ALL days outside of T-Tech class are counted. As an example, if a student is out for 10 “excused” days due to an unrelated school
activity, they still missed 10 days.
Grades:
o Un-weighted means that all grades are counted on a 4-point scale with no grade inflation attributed to honors or AP classes.
“Academic GPA” means that only academic courses are taken into consideration when computing grade point average (i.e. grades for
sports are not counted).
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